N4950 NHUNG NGUOI DA GAP (VIETNAM, 1979)
(Other titles: Ceux deja rencontres; Gento che abiamo incontrato; Ones we have met; The people we met; Those we have met)

**Credits:** director, Tran Vu; writers, Banh Bao, Tran Vu.
**Cast:** Vu Dinh Than, Thanh Quy, Phuong Thanh.
**Summary:** Melodrama/love story set in Hanoi in the late 1970s. Discharged soldier Son intends to return to Hanoi and go to university. When he loses his papers, Van, another discharged member of the Youth Shock Brigade, invites him home with her. Together they resist various temptations to use corruption to gain admission to university and overcome personal misunderstandings to find love together.
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